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our thriving tech Community
NJ has always been home to smart, savvy companies pushing the envelope and succeeding. Our 
leadership in the life sciences and pharma sector, for example, is unparalleled and its successes are 
celebrated both in the state, and worldwide. And it’s not just NJ’s life-science companies making their 
marks on the world, our vibrant tech community is thriving, as well. All of our tech companies-- including 
IT/Software, advanced energy management, Telecom & New Media, electronics, advanced materials, 
energy, environment, and nanotechnology--are innovating and prospering, making their own marks on 
the world. It’s important as a rich tech community that we value all the members of our community. NJ 
is ranked #2 behind California for economic incentives for 
energy advancements--and I for one am incredibly proud 
of how much NJ has to offer in so many different areas of 
innovation.

To help keep NJ’s businesses growing and prospering, 
the NJTC has some great programs coming up: NJTC 
Bootcamp for emerging entrepreneurs from seed to early 
stage companies’ looking for practical advice on what it 
takes to start and grow a successful business (May 12); the 
CFO Awards Breakfast, where NJTC honors CFOs and awards are given for CFO of the Year; Financier 
of the Year; Deal of the Year; and Hall of Fame (June 10); and the Executive Leadership Summit, which 
is a unique opportunity for NJ’s technology executives to discuss common goals: becoming better 
leaders, taking the company to the next level, building alliances, promoting exchange and developing 
partnerships (September 22 & 23).

Our latest TechNews issue represents a great cross-section of technology and business. From our 
environmental and energy focused features—Energy Management Systems Help Cut Costs and 
Improve Profits and E-Waste Challenge to the business tips-focused Managing Data Centers and 
Partnership as Business Strategy.

As we continue to celebrate the NJTC’s 15 years, we also continue to celebrate New Jersey’s rich tech 
community and the various businesses that contribute to it.  n

    
      — Maxine Ballen, President & CEO, NJTC
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nJTc Announces A new MeMBer BenefiT
 

Through a partnership with *CompTIA, NJTC now offers an on-line tool to assist you in 
contacting your municipal, state and federal legislators. Visit www.njtc.org / Government Affairs 
/ Contact Your Legislator.

*CompTIA is a thriving community of organizations throughout the IT channel, including 
vendors, resellers, distributors, and educators. Their sole mission is to advance the interests of 
their valued members and the global IT industry as a whole.
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technology Business tax certificate transfer Program 
New and expanding technology and biotechnology businesses 

can sell their unused NJ Net Operating Loss (NOL) and Research 
and Development (R&D) credit to corporate taxpayers for at 
least 75% of the value of the benefits sold.  The “sale” and 

related “purchase” of the benefits will be conducted through an 
applications process involving both the NJEDA and NJ Division 

of Taxation.  Proceeds from the sale of the tax benefits must 
be used by the selling company to fund expenses incurred in 

connections with the operation of the new and expanding 
emerging technology or biotechnology business in New Jersey.

As a long-standing member, Antenna Software, a leading provider of mobile 
applications and mobile web solutions for Global 1000 businesses, is proud to 
be associated with New Jersey and the NJTC. Sometimes it feels like we have 
“grown up” as a company in Jersey City assisted by the local knowledge, 
resources, and networking opportunities offered by your organization.  In 
2003, we based our headquarters here with just 45 employees and now have 
360 employees worldwide – and are still growing fast.  In fact, to meet the 
tremendous demand for mobile apps and mobile websites, we are always 
looking for exceptional people to join our team here in New Jersey – as well 
as our other worldwide locations.

One of Antenna’s core values is the power of community. We work hard to 
engage our employees, customers, partners and key stakeholders around the 
world and ensure that our products, services and people are delivering real 
value to them. That’s what we appreciate most about NJTC  - the value of  its 
community and what we gain by participating in it. 

The NJTC has helped Antenna with its tax transfer program and business 

employment incentive programs.  We have used the funding we’ve received 
through these state programs to create dozens of new jobs in New Jersey. 
The NJTC also sponsors a number of networking events to help business 
people meet with their peers, as well as investors, VCs and service providers 
who are interested in technology businesses. A few of Antenna’s executives 
have participated as speakers at these events to discuss mobile technology 
trends and share our insights with other business leaders.  We have also 
enjoyed participating in NJTC panel discussions with other CEOs and CFOs 
to talk about key business milestones and the decisions every business has 
to make along the way – it’s a great opportunity to learn from your peers 
and build relationships.

Thank you NJTC for helping to make New Jersey a great corporate 
headquarters for a growing global business. We look forward to more 
exciting, successful, and profitable years ahead. 

     – Bill Korn, CFO, Antenna Software

Congratulations to the nJtC on its 15th anniversary! 

nJtC milestones
How far we’ve come! 1999

2000

2010
2009

2004

coriell Institute Receives $27M in 
federal funding for Human genetics Biobank 

The new funding will support Coriell’s biobanking activities within 
the Human Genetic Cell Repository, which provides scientists 

worldwide with biological resources for cell and genetic research.  

Lucent Unveils 3g1x Radio transmission technology
Lucent and Sprint technologies have successfully 
completed over-the-air high-speed wireless packet data 
calls using third-generation (3G) code division multiple 
access (CDMA) 1X wireless technology.  Sprint PCS and 
Lucent performed web browsing, transferred files, and 
listened to streaming audio and video all through a 144 
kbps wireless packet data link.  The new 3G 1X Radio 
Transmission Technology (RTT) is expected to effectively 
double the voice capacity and provide peak data transmission 
rates up to 10 times faster than currently available.

nJtc Signs MoU with alliance of Quebec technologies
NJTC along with the Alliance of Quebec Technologies, the 
Quebec Government Office and the Canadian Consulate 
General in New Jersey signed the Council’s first MOU to 
develop ties between the organizations and advance the 
technology of the state of NJ and the Province of Quebec.

Jumpstart nJ Makes Its first Investment 
Jumpstart NJ Angel Network, established in 2003, made a 

first company investment in Common Ground Recycling a tire 
chipping machinery company.  CGR was chosen as the best of 
the Jumpstart $250K Competition, a ground breaking regional 

competition to invest $250K in an early stage technology 
company.  There were over 230 entries in the Jumpstart 250.

“Our visiOn when we Originally created the OrganizatiOn was tO help fOster the incubatiOn and 
grOwth Of the technOlOgy industry in new Jersey. fifteen years later we have achieved that 

visiOn and have becOme a maJOr spOkesman fOr the industry in trentOn.  we lOOk fOrward tO 
cOntinuing tO be a catalyst fOr attracting and retaining technOlOgy cOmpanies in the state.” 

     
 — BRIAN HUGHES, PARTNER, KPMG LLP



how long have you been at telx? did you come 
onboard in your current position or grow into it?
I joined the Telx team four years ago as CEO, upon the acquisition of Telx by GI 
Partners, a private equity firm.

after almost ten years of success in interconnection 
services, telx is expanding into ethernet exchange 
services. walk us through the decision process to 
expand into ethernet services?
This has been a natural evolution for the company as our customers have widely 
been adopting Ethernet services due to the benefit they provide for emerging 
technologies, such as video and cloud computing. More than 50% of our physical 
connection services were already Ethernet based, so it made sense to deploy an 
exchange based service which benefits our customers.

what challenges have you and your team faced tak-
ing telx in this new direction? how did you address 
those challenges?
Interconnection has always been a key part of our heritage so I wouldn’t exactly 
describe it as a new direction. However, we did hire a new team with considerable 
Ethernet experience to build this new product and take it to market. The challenge, 
as we all know, is that even in a down economy it is still difficult to source and 
recruit strong talent. I am pleased we were able to do so.

telx has recently formed a strategic partnership with 
neutral tandem, what is your personal style for man-
aging such relationships and keeping them healthy 
and productive? 
First, the respective parties must be working toward a common goal and challenge 
each other daily to ensure that goal is being achieved. There must be executive 
buy-in and the partnership must be measured based on defined metrics and 
milestones supported by a strong governance process.

if you had to pass along just one bit of advice about 
managing people, what would it be?
Agree on the goals and tasks at hand, give them the tools, resources and coaching 
to achieve those goals, and make them be accountable and responsible. 

you have more than 25 years of experience working in 
the network and it industries? what was one of the 
high-points of your career?
I think I am experiencing one of those high points today; this is an exciting 
industry, a fast growing company in the registration stage to go public, and I am 
working with phenomenal people and customers.

what is the most valuable lesson you have learned?
A valuable lesson I learned in the past is that you are building a company--not just 
a product. Many interesting concepts and ideas can be successful products inside 
a larger company but not as a standalone business. 

you’ve held executive positions at start-up companies 
as well as established public companies? did you pre-
fer working in one environment over the other, or did 
they both have their advantages and disadvantages?
I have thoroughly enjoyed working in both environments; large companies teach 
you process, they round out your leadership style by having you work in different 
disciplines. Also, large companies have great research and development. Smaller 
companies allow you to be more entrepreneurial and empowered and make quick 
decisions to react to the marketplace. 

what has most impacted the way you manage  
your business? 
I have enjoyed and learned from Warren Buffet’s success and leadership to 
recently reading and learning from Tony Hsieh, CEO and founder of Zappos book, 
“Delivering Happiness.” Both have schooled me on being extremely focused on 
deliverables, but also keeping your customers satisfied.

when you’re not at telx, what do you do in  
your downtime?
I didn’t know there was downtime in this industry! Seriously, I am a big sports 
fan - I enjoy hockey and getting out to the Prudential Center. I love spending time 
with my kids and getting to the gym. n

corner office

eric Shepcaro Chief Executive Officer 
and Director for Telx

TechNews   |   www.njtc.org   |   April 20116
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Business & strategy

Managing Data Center Assets: 
A challenge for CIOs and CFOs  

Technology is an integral component of 
large enterprises (1000+ employees). From 
executives to managers to clerical and back 
office staff, timely access to accurate data 
provides the competitive edge. The hub for 
technology is the data center, a centralized 
location for computer processing. Most 
large organizations have several data centers 
spread out geographically with information 
being saved across two or more locations. As 
technology evolves, data centers have become 
more and more complex, having multiple 
physical and virtual components, with the 
greatest growth component being storage. 
IDC estimates a compounded annual growth 
of 61.7% in unstructured data in traditional 
data centers. The increased complexity due to 
thousands of physical and virtual components 
combined with a staggering growth rate in 
storage leads to operational chaos,  which 
leads to a lack of visibility into the data center 
assets - creating a compliance challenge for 
accounting and reporting purposes.

Mergers and acquisitions require 
infrastructure consolidation and create 
challenges for the CIO. Tighter compliance 
regulations for the financial services vertical 
ensure transparency and risk aversion for 
regulators, requiring data accuracy, leading 
to a greater onus on the CFO.  A survey 
released by the Enterprise Strategy Group 
(ESG) found that 45% of enterprises in the 
financial services vertical are consolidating 
data centers.

the Cio Challenge
The CIO challenge is to consolidate 
infrastructure of two merged entities with 
limited visibility into what exists within their 
data centers. As mentioned earlier, there is 
already a lack of knowledge of what exists 
within one’s own data center, now add the 
challenge of understanding the assets of an 
acquired entity and incorporating it into your 
infrastructure. This is a nightmare to manage 
as you are working with thousands of moving 
parts, where you have limited visibility, while 
ensuring no loss of access to the user during 
your consolidation efforts. 

With the presumption that space and 

By PEtE MEHta

power within existing data centers can handle 
the acquired assets, the first step to effective 
consolidation is planning. A proper discovery 
needs to be done for the IT assets that 
exist within the data center. As configurations 
change on a daily or weekly basis, the need for 
automation to capture real-time information 
is vital. The marketplace has several point 

solutions to capture server, switch and 
storage information, but very few give you the 
ability to capture and aggregate data across 
all components in a comprehensive manner. 
Most organizations rely on an army of highly 
talented individuals who capture all the 
information through a variety of sources and 
aggregate them into a centralized spreadsheet. 

Partnership as 
Business Strategy

Even Apple had to partner. Despite a steadily 
growing market share, an excellent brand, 
and an innovative smart phone, Apple knew 
the iPhone’s success would be hampered if 
it was sold as an unlocked phone; they knew 
they needed to partner, and after lengthy 
discussions with both Verizon and AT&T, 
Apple formed a partnership with AT&T. The 
rest is history–in 2010 the iPhone unseated 
RIM’s BlackBerry as the market leader. 

It is a great example of how a partnership 
strategy can drive substantial business growth. 
Apple would undoubtedly have had success 
even without this partnership, but perhaps 
not as significant. Afterall, it wasn’t the only 
player--Nokia, a well-regarded and established 
brand, also makes excellent phones, and the 
Google Nexus was adored by technical critics. 
However, both these manufacturers produced 
unlocked phones not tied to a major network. 
Although, this model works great in Europe, 
it isn’t of much interest to US consumers. The 
Nexus was eventually abandoned by Google 
and Nokia’s phones hold only a small share 
of the market. 

But all was not rosy with the AT&T and 
Apple partnership: Remember antenna-gate? 
Partnerships, like any other relationship, run 

By HaRJ dHILLon

is a Partnership right 
for my Business?

When it comes to evaluating 
partnership needs, keep it simple 
and ask the following 6 questions:

•  How will a partnership 
help me (be specific)?

•   What do I want out of this 
partnership near and long-term?

•   By when?
•  What will I absolutely not 

compromise on, what’s 
the deal breaker?

•   Who is passionate about 
the value proposition of the 
partnership and are they influential 
enough to make it work?

•   How can I exit out?

into obstacles; and when the newly released 
iPhone 4 started mysteriously dropping calls, 
the relationship between these two tech giants 
was tested. The public opinion was at stake 

See Managing Data, page 10

See Partnership, page 11
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When New Age Energy was launched in 2007 as a renewable energy 
integrator, the vision of its founders, Michael Betsch and Erwin Bogner, was to 
find the most cutting edge renewable energy technologies under development, 
and bring them together to create systems that would take entire buildings off 
the grid. Today, the vision remains the same, but the technologies have changed. 
Shifting its attention from one promising product to another, the company has 
finally focused on a type of solar panel that could potentially change the renewable 
energy industry. And it has received a grant from PSE&G to demonstrate that to 
businesses across the state.

Prior to founding New Age Energy, Mike Betsch had already spent 26 years in 
the energy services field, most of that at the helm of his own business, GreenTech 
Energy Services. Seeing renewable energy technology as a hot emerging trend, 
he partnered with Erwin Bogner, an engineer who has conducted extensive 
research into uses for renewable energy and holds several dozen patents for 
specialty machinery and solar tracking systems to pursue New Age Energy. 

After some trial, error, successes and setbacks, the partners came upon 
a seemingly perfect energy solution: A hybrid solar panel. This product was 
already installed all over Europe, but had not yet made inroads in the American 
market. Combining the functions of both a thermal solar collector and PV 
module, the panel provides heating, cooling and electricity to a facility all at the 
same time. It appears similar to other solar panels except that it is fitted with a steel trough 
on the back that provides a heat-transport fluid system. By transporting the heat away from 
the solar cells, it cools them down and allows them to produce at least 30% more electrical 
output. That heat is then used to generate potable hot water, which can be stored and tapped 
into during the cool night hours. 

New Age immediately contacted the manufacturer of the panel, a German company 
called Solarzentrum. After several months of negotiation, New Age formed a partnership in 
which it obtained distribution and manufacturing rights to the technology. Mike and Erwin 
responded to RFP’s from a variety of New Jersey-based organizations, from medical centers 
to school districts. Most of the proposals were based on a Purchase Power Agreement (PPA) 
model, in which the customer would host the solar installation, New Age Energy would 
design and install it, and a third-party financier would own it. The customer would receive 
a less expensive, stable source of energy while the financier would receive proceeds from the 
sale of SRECS, tax benefits, and other ownership perks. 

While New Age held negotiations with a number of potential investors, they applied for 
a grant from PSE&G to create a demo on the roof of their own building. Presenting an 
application that described how the solar system would create energy savings for residents in 
PSE&G’s territory, the company was awarded a $142,000 grant to proceed with the project. 

Currently in the process of installing the solar and tracking systems, New Age expects 
completion by June 2011. The building’s electricity and hot water will be generated by 
this next-generation renewable energy technology, and New Age will be one step closer to 
bringing this amazing technology to other facilities throughout New Jersey. n

entering the 
new age of 

renewable energy
By MIcHaEL BEtScH

Michael Betsch, CEO, New Age Energy. Michael Betsch has identified emerging 
technologies and put together a team of experienced professionals to market state of the art, 

cost effective renewable technologies in commercial buildings. www.newageenergy.net

“Putting out fires” 

around your 

people issues 

distracting you 

from your 

core mission?

Resolving people issues - 

project team conflicts, poor 

supervision, personality 

differences among your 

senior managers, and 

others - need not be 

a time-waster for you. 

Work & People Solutions 

provides leadership 

training, executive 

coaching, and specialized 

tools to address your 

company’s people issues.

FREE CONSULTATION 
FOR NJTC MEMBERS ONLY

Email: 
steve@workandpeople.com 

Phone: 
914-686-2552
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We are a start-up technology 
company and need to find the right 
accountant for our business. Who 

should we be looking for when starting the 
process of required setup filings and tax 
returns, as well as finding someone to turn to 
for business advice? 

I recently read an accounting blog which 
stated, “Choosing an accountant is a bit 
like choosing a spouse: it can be too easy 

to rush into a relationship, make a choice for all 
the wrong reasons, and once you’ve finally realized 
that you made a mistake, find out changing can be 
a real headache, not to mention expensive.”  It is 
very easy to go with the ‘lowest’ priced proposal, 
but sometimes the lowest isn’t always the best 
choice.  The right accountant can do much more 
than prepare your yearly tax returns. The right 
person can help with advice on management 
decisions, mergers & acquisitions, raising capital, 
restructuring financing arrangements, growing your 
business, payroll management, and even personal 
investments. 

When choosing an accountant, it is a good idea 
to go with someone who has an expertise in your 
industry, understanding the unique needs of a 
business similar to yours. You can’t put a price on 
the value that specialization can bring. The best 
place to find these individuals is truly by ‘word of 
mouth’. By reaching out to other companies in your 
industry or through organizations like the NJTC, 
you can ask, “Who is your accountant and are you 
happy with them,” and expect an honest opinion in 
return.  You can also search professional accounting 
Web site directories such as the New Jersey Society 
of CPA’s “Find-A-CPA Online Referral Service”, 
which allows you to search for professionals who 
specifically assist businesses in your industry.

You may also wish to engage with a Certified 
Information Technology Professional (CITP), who 
is a certified public accountant recognized for 
his or her unique ability to provide business 
insight by leveraging knowledge of information 
relationships and supporting technologies.  These 
professionals focus on information assurance and 
management, and can prove invaluable to any 
start-up technology company.

A

Q
Accounting Q&A

Jose C. Antunes is a 
senior accountant in 
the Red Bank office of 
WithumSmith+Brown, 
Certified Public Accountants 
and Consultants and is 
a member of the firm’s 
Technology Services 
Group.  He is also a 
member of the IT section of 
the American Institute of 
CPAs (AICPA). Jose can be 
reached at 732.842.3113 
or jantunes@withum.com.  

Hybrid Solar Panel 
Does Double Duty

One of the most exciting developments in solar technology to date is the Hybrid 
Solar Module, which combines the functions of both a thermal solar collector and 
PV module, providing heating, cooling and electricity to a facility all at the same time. 

The module appears similar to other solar panels except that it is fitted with a 
steel trough on the back that provides a heat-transport fluid system. By transporting 

the heat away from the solar cells, it cools them down and allows them to produce at 
least 30% more electrical output. The heat is then used to generate hot water and heating 

support for the building. Hot water generated during the day can be stored and tapped into 
during the cool night hours. If required, the solar thermal water circulation can also be used 

during the winter months for snow removal and de-icing of the modules, a safer alternative 
than manual removal. 

Benefits of the combination PV-tHERM Module
 •  Provides 180 watts of electrical power plus an increase of up to 30% by cooling 

down the solar cells. This is particularly beneficial during the summer, when high 
temperatures can cause PV modules to lose power and produce less voltage.

 •  Provides at least 720 Watts of therm/heating power (hot water at 
140° to 160° F). This provides a comprehensive application spectrum 
within the field of potable water treatment and heating support

 •  Packaged in a single unit, the combination PV-therm module is 
maintenance-free and comes with a two-year product warranty and 
an electric performance guarantee of 90/80% for 10/25 years. 

 •  The modules have standard certifications including 
UL-1703, IEC 61250, IEC 61730, CEC, and FSEC.

 •  The polyurethane frame connecting the steel trough to the photovoltaic 
laminate ensures optimal durability and product reliability.   

 •  The Hybrid Solar Module provides five times the energy of traditional solar 
panels and can meet all of a building’s electrical and thermal needs.

 •  This system can easily be added to existing buildings or used in new construction. 
It’s designed to distribute the energy day or night, rain or shine. n

Aestus Therapeutics, Inc. has initiated screening of patients for a clinical trial to evalu-
ate the efficacy of its novel pain therapeutic, ATx08-001. This placebo-controlled, two-
dose level study will test the efficacy of ATx08-001 in reducing the pain following an 
outbreak of shingles. 

“Aestus is excited to initiate our first clinical proof of efficacy trial,” said Tage Honore, 
president & CEO of Aestus. “Our unique systems biology engine for discovery of novel 
targets in diseases of interest, followed by validation of these targets using compounds 
developed for other indications, has allowed us to advance quickly to phase 2 clinical 
studies.” 

The Phase 2 clinical trial will test the efficacy of ATx08-001 in reducing pain in 
patients suffering from postherpetic neuralgia, the lingering neuropathic pain following 
an outbreak of shingles. According to the National Institutes of Health (NIH), more 
than one million new cases of shingles are reported each year in the United States, many 
of which will lead to severe neuropathic pain. n 

Aestus is located at the Commercialization Center for Innovative 
Technologies, which is a member of the New Jersey Business Incubation Network.

aestus therapeutics
initiates Phase 2 Clinical
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Business & strategy

LegAL Q&A

can an employer ban its 
employees from making any 

comments about it on social networking 
sites (facebook, MySpace, Etc)?

With the rise in popularity 
of Facebook and other social 

networking sites, employers have 
begun issuing policies that seek to hold 
employees accountable for statements 
they make regarding their employer on 
social networking sites. This has drawn the 
attention of the National Labor Relations 
Board (“NLRB”), an independent federal 
agency which has begun to investigate 
employer practices in this area.  

Recently the NLRB filed a complaint 
against a company for terminating an 
employee who allegedly violated the 
company’s social networking policy which 
prohibits depicting the company “in any 
way” without the employer’s permission.   
The employer eventually settled the matter, 
promising to revise the company’s policies 
to ensure that they do not improperly 
restrict the rights of employees to discuss 
wages, hours, and other working conditions 
on social media sites. The company also 
agreed to refrain from disciplining or 
terminating employees for engaging in such 
activity. 

While some limits on employee speech 
are lawful (employee may not make abusive, 
libelous statements, discuss confidential/
trade secret information, etc), it seems 
clear that employers may not ban their 
employees from all work related speech on 
social networks without inviting litigation.

A

Q

Ari Burd is an associate 
at Giordano, Halleran 
& Ciesla, P.C. in the 
Healthcare and Labor 
and Employment Practice 
Areas   He can be reached 
at 732-741-3900 or 
aburd@ghclaw.com.

Peter Mehta, CEO of SANpulse SANpulse serves the FORTUNE 500 by transforming the 
world’s largest IT infrastructures and creating efficiencies to reduce IT-related expenses and risk. 

SANpulse provides IT insight and actionable information that empowers organizations to increase 
ROI on existing investments and decrease TCO on future purchases. peter.mehta@sanpulse.com

This becomes the repository from which decisions are made, but the challenge lies in 
ensuring the spreadsheets are updated and have the most current and accurate information. 
Automated and repetitive means of capturing and centralizing the data is a must, leading to 
effective decision making. 

After the data collection challenge is resolved, the next key facet is laying out the migration 
plan for consolidating the infrastructure. Application rationalization, server virtualization 
and consolidation, storage tiering and consolidation are key facets of the migration plan as 
it provides for source and target layouts leading to the migration. Data migration is a vital 
step in the consolidation process as there needs to be an assurance that no data loss occurs 
during the process and upon reaching its target destination, appropriate performance levels 
are met to meet requirements. A sobering statistic released by Bloor research shows that only 
16% of data migration projects are completed on time and within budget. Upon completion 
of the migration, a decommissioning of the old infrastructure needs to take place in order 
to minimize any lingering operational expenses from the migrated assets, including exiting 
out of leases on facilities and equipment. The process of cleaning up the old infrastructure 
is an arduous task utilizing senior resources, whose time could be better leveraged for more 
strategic initiatives. Leveraging the automation that drove the discovery and migration 
processes to generate and execute the clean up would provide an end-to-end lifecycle within 
a single solution.

the CFo Challenge 
The CFO needs to ensure accurate reporting to meet compliance requirements. Financial 
regulators have set high compliance standards, this has led to ensuring that data quality 
becomes one of the top priorities and is no longer just a nice-to-have function. Data now 
becomes a key business driver and in turn merits the need to have access to accurate and 
timely information. From managing commercial trading applications that need real-time 
availability down to the milliseconds to access to online retail banking portals for consumers 
and businesses alike, the dependence for access to data is critical to the financial markets. The 
reliance on data has two essential components: Validity of the data itself and the infrastructure 
that manages this data. The accuracy and performance (response time) to access data is 
reliant on a properly architected infrastructure. The meta data (schema of the components 
within an IT infrastructure) becomes an integral, but often overlooked, component from a 
CFO’s perspective. Data center and meta data management is seen as an IT function and is 
only brought to the forefront when a major outage occurs leading to financial losses. 

Meta data becomes a challenge for the CFO because it ties to lack of visibility into the 
components that make up the data center. This lack of configuration and asset knowledge 
creates risk and risk leads to the possibility of an outage or worse, a data loss. This loss of data 
would lead to potential inaccurate financial reporting causing major compliance challenges 
for the CFO and the management team as a whole. The other compliance challenge is the 
lack of knowledge of the physical assets that exist within a data center. This can lead to over 
reporting assets on balance sheets even though servers, switches or storage arrays may no 
longer exist or reached end of life. CFOs need to be actively involved in ensuring that data 
center assets are accurately measured.

Data is information and is a key component of the decision making process, CIOs and CFOs 
need to review their technology infrastructure and ensure there is an accurate accounting of 
all data. A focus on finding and leveraging automation to manage essential infrastructure 
assets will increase the success rate of your future migrations and consolidations. n

*Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. Data Center Reduction or Consolidation, by Industry

Managing Data Center Assets  
continued from page 7
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Power comes from  
being understood.

SM 

A strong strategic partner should  
step up with insights, suggestions  

and fresh ideas. When you trust the  
advice you’re getting, you know your 

next move is the right move.  

This is the power of being understood. 

Experience the power.  
Go to zachisunderstood.com.

Or contact Peter A.S. Pfeiffer 
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--was it the phone or the network? Both sides scrambled to defend themselves, and eventually, 
the crisis passed. The partnership held up. But what made this partnership a success? 

realizing the need to partner in the first place. 
The sales and marketing executives at Apple probably realized they had an incredible 
distribution channel with their own storefronts, but they also realized that the market 
preferred phones sold through major networks, such as AT&T and Verizon. If they truly 
wanted to take over the market, they would have to partner with a major network. 

understanding the value-proposition that the partnership will bring 
Apple had a great smartphone but no network, AT&T and Verizon have great networks but both 
needed something to replace the aging Motorola Razor and the cumbersome Blackberry. The 
value-proposition has to be that simple and straightforward, especially in complex organizations.

getting down to the details - how will it work? 
Apple had also talked to Verizon, but when they got into the details of the deal, the two parties 
realized it wouldn’t work at that time: Verizon did not like the level of control Apple was 
imposing and that ended the discussions. Important partnership details include operational, 
contractual, governance, marketing, accounting, and sales--all of it has to be evaluated, 
discussed, and agreed to in black and white terms. Then a governance structure has to be put 
in place to get it going. Just like any other project, the elements of communication, change 
management, training, and metrics have to be put in place to make it a success.

executive Sponsorship
Apple cites many reasons for not supporting Adobe’s Flash Player. The bottom line is that 
unless Steve Jobs supports it, no iPhone was going to ship with Adobe Flash--no matter how 
much it made sense for the iPhone to have this broadly accepted Internet standard. If you 
don’t have support from up top the partnership can’t move forward.

Partnerships can accelerate business growth, but equally, it may not make sense to partner. 
When Amazon first released the Kindle, it did it exclusively on its own Web site. Amazon’s 
own site was the largest distribution channel it could find. Only later, once the market 
dynamics changed, and the e-reader became mainstream, did Amazon start selling through 
Best Buy and Target.

It is also imperative to consider the inherent risk in partnerships; some statistics put the 
number at 80% for partnerships that fail to realize their intended benefits. It is a gamble and 
the risk/reward aspects have to be scrutinized.

Once the business logic makes sense and the right people are onboard, it comes down to 
good relationship management. This involves:

•  Regular Date Nights  Partnerships and relationships become stale. They need constant 
monitoring. What’s working well? What’s not? What expectation did you have that aren’t 
being met? Sure this can be covered over a phone call--try that at home, and see how it 
works--why should it be different in the workplace. Face time is vitally important. 

•  Constant Communication  Let other people in the company know what the relationship 
means and let them be a part of it. 

•  New Innovation & Channels If you have success, build on it. Think of new ways of 
working together, if you have been going out on those date nights, this should be a natural 
progression.

Overall, partnerships involve common principles for making any initiative successful: good 
business logic, passion, proven methodologies, metrics, and risk management. n

Partnership
continued from page 7
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E
nergy costs were about 20 % of New Jersey’s $390.4 
billion GDP in 2008 and utility rates are very high. In 
fact, commercial and industrial utility rates in New Jersey 
are higher than most states. Here in NJ, commercial 
consumers pay 13.13 cents/kWh for electricity. The US 
average commercial rate is 10.07 cent/kWh (See Chart) 

The result: high utility rates put more of a burden on NJ businesses. 
However, because energy costs are second to salaries in operating 
expenses, there is a lot of opportunity to improve profit margins with 
increased energy efficiency.

For those businesses interested in cutting energy costs to improve 
profits, there are two options, one is to negotiate reduced rates with your 
utility company (or directly with your energy supplier), the other option 
is to consume less energy; both of which require good data on your 
businesses energy use, which can only be derived through a good energy 
management system.

What is an Energy Management System?
Since the inception of the modern electric grid, utility companies have 
been mandated with insuring reliable and continuous energy supplies. 
Using computer-aided programs such as Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA), which is recommended by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC), utility companies monitor critical 
infrastructure, and warn of possible dangers and disruptions. Utilities 
generate revenues by selling energy; so while SCADA programs are 
useful in meeting federal policies on ensuring energy reliability, they are 
not easily transferred to sectors that want to decrease energy use, however 
SCADA tools designed to measure and transmit data provide the basis 
for a business energy management system. 

An energy management system is a tool that monitors energy use. It 
can be as basic as a spreadsheet with data from utility billing statements 
entered manually or as sophisticated as equipment sensors that monitor 
and transmit data directly to central processors. The system is only a 
tool. To really achieve increased profit margins, managers and employees 
must be trained to understand the data they’re collecting--the utility 
rates, business energy use and associated costs--and then be able to 
reduce energy consumption in areas that are going to be most effective 
at reducing overall costs. 

By dIanE BacHER

Energy
Management

Systems
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Consider this scenario: The electronic trading of financial transactions 
that occur in split second time frames. An interruption in energy flow 
could mean thousands if not millions of dollars in lost revenues. Like 
utility companies, data centers must insure continuous reliability. 
To maintain reliability, data centers are designed with inherent 
redundancies across numerous servers. Using the real-time data 
collected on energy use, the IT administrator could decrease the load 
of non-essential servers at specified times, while also maintaining 
necessary redundancy; however, the primary responsibility of the IT 
professional in this role is focused on reliability. Energy use often falls 
into the realm of facility management, where employees are tasked with 
managing costs, but lack direct control over the equipment necessary to 
implement load shedding.  

The Process: Measure then Manage
The first step in energy management is to develop an accurate 
understanding of how much energy a company uses, which can be done 
by manually entering data from utility bills into excel spreadsheets or 
using data sensors meshed with specialized software applications. The 
latter is more accurate in that individual sensors will delineate energy 
consumption by different types of equipment, buildings, and industrial 
processes, providing a more comprehensive and detailed picture of the 
energy usage of a business. 

Measuring energy usage can be tricky. It is important to note 
that businesses with facilities in different regions are exposed to 
different utility rates, an important driver in energy costs. Similarly, 
a business’s carbon footprint varies for facilities in different regions 
depending on where you obtain your electricity (See Chart). In 
this region, more carbon emissions are produced if you purchase 

your electricity in Pennsylvania and the least 
carbon emissions are produced if you purchase 
your electricity in Connecticut. New Jersey 
electricity generation produces more carbon 
emissions than Connecticut but less than New 
York. (Pennsylvania follows Texas as the state 
with the most carbon dioxide emissions in 
United States). Both utility rates and carbon 
emissions are externalities that business cannot 
manage internally.  

However, once you have measured your current 
energy usage, you can develop a benchmark 
indicator that can be used to evaluate how 
effectively you manage consumption. It can be 
as simplistically derived as the aggregated energy 
value divided by the total floor area or you 
can invest in a central processing system that 
will automatically produce benchmark values 
directly from equipment. Benchmark indicators 
provide values to compare energy management 
programs; however, benchmark indicators reflect 
energy consumption--not costs. 

Help Cut Costs and Improve Profits
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The trick to using energy data effectively is to figure out what 
direct actions are most effective in lowering costs. One way, which 
was implemented by the data center industry, is through the use of 
more efficient technology. Intel and Advanced Micro Devices have 
developed chips that use multiple electronic brains that perform at 
lower speeds to save energy. SeaMicro has developed a server that 
consumes 75% less energy than others, using less space; it requires no 
software modifications and supports cloud computing. Data centers 
that use such high-efficiency servers can eliminate any conflicting 
mandates between IT departments and facility managers, resulting in 
optimum reliability and lower energy consumption and in turn lower 
associated costs. 

A company can analyze the benchmarks to see the cost savings of new 
servers by comparing them with past usage levels of the old servers, and 
then implement updated guidelines for equipment purchase resulting 
in an even lower energy consumption and higher savings. 

Demand Response vs. Decoupling 
Measuring and managing energy use are pieces of a puzzle that must 
include information on the fluctuating costs of energy. Two programs 
demonstrate the elasticity of energy prices.  

“Demand Response” is a program offered by utility companies 
during peak demand periods, often during summer’s high temperature 
season. Because utility companies must insure reliability they will 
reduce rates for users who reduce consumption during high periods. 
You may have walked into a Big Box store in July and noticed the 
lights were dimmer than usual. The store voluntarily turns the lights 
lower to conserve energy and reduce costs, taking advantage of the 
demand response program. Apparently, cost savings during peak 
periods are giving companies incentive to partake in additional energy 
management practices to achieve cost savings year round. Service 
companies that offer energy management and demand response 
programs in our region include EnerNoc, Comverge, CPower, 
Honeywell, and Schneider Electric.  

“Decoupling” is a rate program being promoted by utility companies 
in certain regions because as consumers decrease use, revenues have 
declined. Since the recession, energy use has declined significantly, 
since the recession began, and this is attributed to a combination of 

factors: the weak economy, milder weather 
and an increase in energy efficiency. It appears 
that overall energy use will continue to decline 
with increased efficiency and benign weather, 
lowering profits for utilities companies. To 
cover fixed costs, utilities employ “decoupling” 
methods that strive to remove profit incentives 
from energy sales. 

Two decoupling methods have been  used 
in other regions: State utility commissions in 
California and Ohio both approved methods 
when fixed costs were not being covered by 
rates because of increased efficiency and/or 
lower consumption. One method raised rates 
if revenues fell below a certain point; the other 
charged a monthly flat fee. Decoupling is a way 
for utility companies to maintain revenues and 
utility commissions approve of these increased 
fees to encourage utility companies to 
promote energy efficiency programs. However, 
consumers have lodged complaints because 
of the perception that increased rates through 

decoupling were not related to efficiency programs but to demand 
decreases attributable to the recession. 

Role of Renewable Energy
There are conflicting reports about the status of renewable energy--
whether it is an expanding resource or not. Currently, most business 
owners shy away from renewable energy because they see more cost 
(and carbon emission) savings associated with energy efficiency in 
comparison to renewable energy installations, as demonstrated through 
energy management programs. 

However, an important caveat stands for NJ. NJ is second to 
California in terms of the most renewable energy projects; NJ has  a 
high renewable energy standard and renewable energy supplies must be 
purchased from within the state. Additionally,  NJ provides long-term 
periods associated with renewable energy credits creating an optimum 
environment to get more renewable energy projects financed in the 
state.  Increasing renewable energy projects, increase clean sources of 
energy, which facilitate a decrease in a company’s carbon footprint for 
buildings within the state. 

Tools for Good  Energy Management
Energy management systems are excellent tools at identifying energy 
use and the areas on which efficiency programs should focus; however, 
the lack of information on fluctuating utility rates is a major weakness. 
Some energy management systems include predictive analytics to 
estimate future rates and even weather events that can cause 
disruptions to energy supplies. These analytics are particularly useful in 
negotiating better rates to hedge energy costs. Businesses can negotiate 
with utility companies or directly with energy suppliers.  Furthermore, 
energy management systems that provide data on supplies are going 
to help you determine an accurate carbon footprint. Most importantly, 
human oversight is necessary. An energy management program 
without employee buy-in is not going to perform well. Watson may 
have beaten the humans on Jeopardy but managers and employees 
are integral in assessing the effectiveness of lowered energy use, or 
negotiated reduced rates. n
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C
orporations that upgrade to new computers every 
few years have pallets of old equipment to dispose 
of. The dilemma of what to do with this e-waste – 
electronic equipment that is no longer wanted – is 
faced every day in a world that is always ready 
for the latest device. Unfortunately, improperly 
disposing of electronic devices can lead to poor 

results for both the environment and for protecting confidentiality.
Numerous studies and investigative reports have recently highlighted 

the fact that e-waste is no small matter. Without an appropriate disposal 
plan in place, an unwary company can find itself liable for damages 
caused by hazardous waste, employee injuries, unintentional breach of 
private data, or regulatory noncompliance.

According to the Federal Environmental Protection Agency, Americans 
throw out approximately 
112,000 desktop computers 
and 384,000 cell phones each 
day. These devices, combined 
with other e-waste such as 
servers, mainframes, cameras, 
security systems, photocopiers, 
keyboards, TVs, DVD players, 
batteries and printed circuit 
boards, adds up to 2.9 million 
tons of electronic devices 
annually. The problem with 
just hauling these devices off 
to the local landfill is their 
effect on our environment. 

 Businesses that are 
responsible corporate citizens strive to do what is right for the 
environment. In many cases, this commitment is not only good for 
a company’s reputation, but also for their bottom line. Nonetheless, 
trying to do the right thing can be challenging. At each stage of a 
preferred hierarchy for disposing of electronics, companies can run 
into trouble.

The first stage asks companies to consider refurbishing equipment 
so that it is usable and can be resold. However, product liability claims 
may arise at a later date if adequate disclosures are not made, or if 
sensitive or confidential data are inadvertently exposed. 

The second stage of the disposal hierarchy asks companies to consider 

recycling components of equipment, such as recovering the valuable 
raw materials used in manufacturing the devices. However, reclaiming 
raw materials for reuse can involve risks such as leaked toxins, elevated 
employee exposures to injury and/or illness, and increased property 
exposures associated with the commodities being handled and stored.

The third stage is disposing of what can be neither reused nor 
recycled. At this stage, if companies trust e-waste contractors who 
illegally ship equipment out of the country or dump it where it does 
not belong and the equipment is discovered later and traced back to 
its original owners, the outcome can be public embarrassment and 
potential liability claims.

a Four-Step Solution
For specific advice on dealing with outdated equipment, a company can 

check with its insurance carrier 
for risk management resources, 
including online guidelines for 
addressing e-waste challenges. 
Often, companies contract with 
an outside vendor to handle 
electronic equipment recycling 
and/or disposal. In general, a 
company should use a four-step 
strategy to identify a competent 
vendor:

1. Verify the recycler’s 
expertise. As in any new 
industry, the recycling business is 
attracting service providers with 
varying levels of commitment 

and expertise. Finding a company that has the knowledge to provide 
efficient and effective services that protect the environment and 
information should be a priority.

To determine if a vendor is a responsible recycler, check for 
certifications from organizations that provide third-party audits 
of work practices. These include the International Association of 
Electronics Recyclers (IAER) Certified Electronics Recycler program, 
the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI) Recycling Industry 
Operating Standard (RIOS) program and the EPA’s Responsible 
Recycling (R2) Practices for use in Accredited Certification Programs 
for Electronics Recyclers.

In with the New, Out with the Old

By MaRLyn caIn & PHIL SMItS

e Waste Challenge

“E-WaStE IS no SMaLL MattER. 
WItHoUt an aPPRoPRIatE 

dISPoSaL PLan In PLacE, an 
UnWaRy coMPany can fInd 
ItSELf LIaBLE foR daMagES.” 
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2. Determine if the e-waste contains data. Different levels of data may require 
different protocols for protection. For example, how medical records and confidential 
customer data are handled may be regulated by state or federal law. Proprietary 
company data may need to be protected for competitive reasons. If potentially 
sensitive data is involved, the vendor should demonstrate the methods used to 
clear or shred hard drives and other memory devices.

3. Conduct due diligence on the downstream plan. The vendor should 
be able to explain how it plans to collect and transport the e-waste, process it for 
reuse or recycling, and make a final disposition of the unusable components. 
If equipment is going to be sold for reuse, the vendor should provide 
proper notifications to purchasers to transfer all risk away from the 
original equipment owner. If the vendor intends to use subcontractors 
at any point, information about their credentials should 
be provided.

4. Document the outcome. Finally, the vendor 
should provide documentation that details the 
outcome of the disposal process, including how 
e-waste was handled and verification that 
components containing sensitive data were 
properly erased or destroyed.

Managing e-waste from cradle to 
grave can be challenging. Companies 
that want to do the right thing know 
they are not only protecting the 
environment, but also protecting 
themselves from potential liability 
and damage to their reputations. 
By using the three-stage hierarchy 
– reuse, recycle, responsible disposal 
– and then following a four-step 
strategy for finding responsible 
vendors, companies can limit the 
burden of their e-waste and move 
confidently forward with electronic 
equipment upgrades. n

e Waste Challenge
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As the 2012 Fiscal Budget makes its way through Washington, the buzz in New Brunswick is 
beginning to stir. Included in the proposed $2 billion increase in education spending is $90 
million for the creation of ARPA-ED, an education technology agency modeled on DARPA, 
the Defense Department’s research agency. This new agency will change the road-map of the 
Northeast Corridor for innovation, jobs and economic growth. In New Jersey, for instance, New 
Brunswick is digging in as the crossroads of technology, education, research and innovation 
for the State. Fitting, given the location of the intersections of U.S. Route 1, the Garden State 
Parkway and the New Jersey Turnpike, all just up the road from Rutgers campus. This increases 
the opportunities for local businesses to collaborate with Rutgers and innovate for job creation 

By tHoMaS RIcHaRdSon

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, is a leading national public research 
university. Rutgers University provides the educational foundation for 40,500 undergraduates 

and 14,100 graduate students at its Camden, Newark, and New Brunswick campuses. 

education technology agency 
Changes road-map in new Jersey

and economic development. In an effort to 
expand the relationship of the University with 
industry, the Rutgers University Office of the 
Vice President for Research and Graduate and 
Professional Education launched the Office of 
Research Alliances (ORA) with the mission 
of providing a “one-stop concierge service” 
for industries to engage Rutgers’ researchers, 
centers and capabilities while their research 
ideas are still being designed and developed. 

“We are at the forefront of innovation, with 
so many groups looking to University research 
to fuel growth over the next decade or two. It 
is not by coincidence that one of the greatest 
innovations of the 20th century came out of 
a DARPA-funded University project some 30 
years ago,” explains Thomas Richardson Ph.D., 
Associate Director of the Office of Research 
Alliances. “Innovation that is going on in the 
laboratories here at Rutgers today will have 
commercial implications in the future and will 
jump-start generations of start-ups, economic 
growth and jobs. The Office of Research 
Alliances is designed to fulfill the University 
mission by serving as an outward looking 
organization, connecting corporations to the 
University’s threefold mission of providing 
for the instructional needs of New Jersey’s 
citizens, conducting cutting-edge research and 
performing public service.”

As companies like Apple, Intel, and Facebook 
push STEM education (science, technology, 
engineering, and math), Rutgers is poised to 
share insights from programs like the Louise 
Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation 
(LSAMP). Established in 1989 with a $5 
million grant from the National Science 
Foundation, the program has an ambitious 
goal: doubling the number of minority students 
graduating in the STEM fields. That would 
mean increasing the number of minorities 
who graduate in the STEM fields at the nine 
schools in the alliance to 1,000 by the year 
2014. Those students also get the opportunity 
to do research with faculty members, providing 
new avenues for innovation.

Rutgers is also determined to help start-
ups throughout the community engage 
with University students and faculty. For 
example, Carbozyme, Inc. is a development 
stage R&D company headquartered in central 
New Jersey that is developing carbon dioxide 
separation and capture systems as part of a 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 
program for the United States Department 
of Defense.  Michael Trachtenberg Ph.D., 
founder and CEO of Carbozyme, is a former 
NASA consultant with over 120 publications 
papers, books and abstracts.

“We are excited to be working with the 
renowned faculty and students that Rutgers 
has here in New Brunswick,” explains 
Michael Trachtenberg Ph.D. CEO and CTO 
of Carbozyme. “We have access to some 
of the most cutting edge equipment in the 
field of nanotechnology, something that is 
not common for start-ups. Furthermore, we 
believe that by working with Rutgers we are 
expediting innovation, a feat which would not 
be possible without government funding and 
commitment, and without the framework of 
universities and research laboratories.”

Carbozyme is currently working with The 
Rutgers Institute for Advanced Materials, 
Devices and Nanotechnology (IAMDN), a 
research center that focuses on science and 
technology driven by the atomic scale and 
nanoscale manipulation of materials lead by 
Leonard C. Feldman, Ph.D., Professor, Vice 
President, and IAMDN Director. 

The ORA is comprised of both scientific 
experts and seasoned business managers who 
understand the needs and speak the language 
of both the Rutgers and industry communities. 
From drug discovery to clean wind turbines to 
mobile commerce, their experience in crossing 
from University to industry will be a valuable 
resource to Rutgers and the industry alike. 
For both business leaders in the community 
and Rutgers researchers, the ORA is a new 
resource to facilitate early discussions about 
collaboration and sponsored projects. n
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inforMation ManageMent

(Part 2 of 2)
Protecting vital 
information is critical 
to an organization’s 
survival, no matter what 
size the organization. 
Recent studies show 
that the vast majority of 
organizations that lose 
data because of a disaster 
go out of business within 
two years.

Increasingly, organizations are adopting 
cloud backup solutions to address their data 
protection challenges. Exacerbated by data 
growth, protecting data is difficult, expensive, 
unreliable, and unmanageable with traditional 
tape backup methods.

Cloud data protection solutions that 
combine the latest advance-ments in disk-
based backup with secure, integrated cloud 
technologies offer organizations fast and 
assured recovery of their critical enterprise 
data, while reducing costs and freeing their IT 
staff to focus on more mission-critical projects. 
Cloud server backup solutions also reduce 
the burden of tape manage-ment and backup 
operations headaches, by automatically storing 
the data safely offsite to protect for disaster 
recovery purposes.

Our previous article outlined five of the top 
ten reasons why organizations are turning to 
cloud server backup. In this installment we’ll 
cover reasons six through ten.

6 fast data Restores
Organizations run in real time and rely on 
digital data: anything from payroll and customer 
files to email and other important applications. 
When disaster strikes, you don’t have the luxury 
of waiting for hours to recover your data. Your 
organization cannot afford the cost of downtime, 
lost revenue, and other consequences.

Since cloud server backup services 
immediately move data offsite by backing it 
up to disk over the cloud, you can restore that 

data rapidly. Instead of waiting hours, cloud-
based recovery enables you to restore your 
data in minutes.

7  take advantage of a Service Provider’s 
Expertise and Resources

Why worry about the costs and risks associated 
with maintaining and managing the data backup 
process, when you can rely on a trusted cloud 
vendor to do the heavy lifting? When using 
a cloud backup provider, you are leveraging 
their expertise to securely protect and provide 
uninterrupted access to all your data. You 
achieve significant competitive advantages by 
leveraging the latest technology, infra-structure, 
and scalability that a cloud backup solution 
provides. In addition, you free up your valuable 
staff resources for other projects that have a 
more direct impact on your productivity and 
the profitability of the business.

Cloud backup solutions offer better 
cost control with predictable pricing. The 
service provider bears the cost of scalable 
resources, and updates technologies as disk-
based backup evolves. This option gives 
your organization flexibility as it grows and 
changes — another key to remaining nimble 
in a competitive environment.

8  offload Regulatory compliance 
Requirements to a Service Provider

Today, most industries are adopting their 
own ever-changing regulations for govern-ing 
offsite data storage and retention periods. For 
example, in healthcare, HIPAA requires patient 
information confidentiality, but if an office 
assistant puts the backup media containing the 
confidential information in his car and decides 
to stop at the store on the way home, the 
patients’ confidential information is exposed 
to theft or damage. Similarly, organizations 
must retain certain financial records for many 
years, but if you can’t recover those records, 
you could be held personally liable.

Organizations recognize their fiduciary 
responsibility to protect critical data assets. 

With cloud backup, you can stay ahead of the 
game. Cloud server backup services enable 
you to automatically move your data offsite 
to a secure facility — a requirement for many 
industries. As privacy and information retention 
regulations take effect, cloud backup offers 
protection that traditional onsite methods 
never can, because data is always secure — 
during transmission, storage, and access.

9  Well-Managed cloud More 
Secure than your own

Your enterprise server manages large amounts of 
sensitive data — customer data, employee records, 
intellectual property, and more. You would never 
expose these vital assets to external parties. Yet, 
by failing to secure data through encryption, 
organizations leave themselves vulnerable to 
competitors, hackers, and just plain human error.

Using cloud server backup, with storage at 
a highly secure offsite location, your data stays 
safe. The best cloud solutions encrypt your 
data before moving it through a secure cloud 
channel, and then keep your data encrypted at 
the offsite location. Only authorized users with 
the correct keys can decrypt it.

10  Ease of Setup and Use, “Set It, and 
forget It,” no training Required

If you do experience a disaster and must 
get your data back, traditional tape recovery 
methods can take too much time. Yet, no 
organization, large or small, can afford to 
lose access to its critical data for hours, let 
alone days.

Two of the great benefits of cloud server 
backup services are the ease of use and wide 
range of control that these solutions offer 
users during recovery. You can choose which 
functions should happen automatically, yet 
retain the ability to manage and monitor the 
entire backup and recovery process anywhere 
and anytime. n

For part one of this article go to the TechNews 
pages at www.njtcblog.wordpress.com

Richard Kane is a product marketing manager at Iron Mountain. 
For more information, visit www.ironmountain.com/ipm, email ipm-info@ironmountain.com, or call (800) 962-0652.

Top Ten Reasons for
Data Backup Using “The Cloud”

By RIcHaRd KanE
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LegaL eagLe

On December 29, 
2010, President Obama 
signed the Restore 
Online Shoppers’ 
Confidence Act into 
law. This fairly new 
law places restrictions 
and limits on after 
sale “data passes” 
and negative option 
marketing through 
Internet sales. Senator 

John D. (Jay) Rockefeller, IV Chairman of the 
U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 
and Transportation originally introduced the 
Bill, ultimately becoming this law, in May 
after the Senate conducted hearings into the 
practices of Affinion, Vertrue, and Webloyalty. 
The Committee published information about 
the objectionable practices. The New York 
Attorney General’s Office had also opened an 
investigation against these companies resulting 
in multi-million dollars settlements. 

In a nutshell, these third-parties were 
offering various membership clubs to users 
of e-commerce sites. Typically, when a user 
of an e-commerce site completed an online 
purchase, that user would be re-directed to join 
a membership discount club for promotions, 
rebates, and the like. The user never had 
to re-enter his or her credit card, because 
the card information was passed off (“data 
pass”) from the e-commerce site where the 
user just completed a transaction. Many users 
apparently did not understand that their credit 
cards would be charged, since they did not need 
to re-enter credit card data at the membership 
club registration. The clubs then typically 
offered a free trial period after which the 
user’s credit card would be charged if they did 
not cancel the membership. If not cancelled, 
the club operator placed recurring monthly 
charges to the user’s credit card. In general, the 

process of interpreting silence as acceptance 
or automatically charging the user unless they 
cancelled is a “negative option” sale. 

The law prohibits an initial e-commerce 
vendor from passing-off a user’s credit 
card information to a third-party in a post-
transaction sale for the purposes of that 
post-transaction third-party’s sale of goods or 
services to the user.

The law makes it unlawful for a post-
transaction third-party seller to charge or 
attempt to charge a user’s credit or debit 
card, bank, or other financial account for 
an Internet sale, unless the post transaction 
third-party complies with two prerequisites: 
First, before obtaining the consumer’s billing 
information, the post-transaction third party 
seller must clearly and conspicuously disclose 
to the consumer all material terms of the 
transaction, including: (i) a description of the 
goods or services being offered; (ii) the fact 
that the post-transaction third party seller is 
not affiliated with the initial merchant, which 
may include disclosure of the name of the post-
transaction third party in a manner that clearly 
differentiates it from the initial merchant; and, 
(iii) the cost of such goods or services. 

Second, the post-transaction third party 
seller must receive the express informed 
consent, by affirmative opt-in consent such 
as checking a box or clicking on a consent 
button, for the charge from the consumer 
whose credit card, debit card, bank account, 
or other financial account will be charged 
by obtaining from the consumer: (i) the full 
account number of the account to be charged; 
and, (ii) the consumer’s name and address and 
a means to contact the consumer. 

The law also makes “negative option” sales 
illegal unless the seller: (1) provides text that 
clearly and conspicuously discloses all material 
terms of the transaction before obtaining the 
consumer’s billing information; (2) obtains 

a consumer’s express informed consent 
before charging the consumer’s credit card, 
debit card, bank account, or other financial 
account for products or services through 
such transaction; and, (3) provides simple 
mechanisms for a consumer to stop recurring 
charges from being placed on the consumer’s 
credit card, debit card, bank account, or other 
financial account.

The law gives the Federal Trade Commission 
enforcement authority, and also allows state 
attorneys general to enforce the law, with the 
remedies and penalties available under the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

There has been some confusion generated 
in online content about this law. Apparently, 
some are concerned that the law absolutely 
prevents any post-transaction up-selling, even 
if it were done by the first-party website where 
the user made the initial purchase.

However, the law defines a “post-transaction 
third party seller’’ as one who: (A) sells, or offers 
for sale, any good or service on the Internet; (B) 
solicits the purchase of such goods or services 
on the Internet through an initial merchant after 
the consumer has initiated a transaction with the 
initial merchant; and, (C) is not: (i) the initial 
merchant; (ii) a subsidiary or corporate affiliate 
of the initial merchant; or, (iii) a successor of an 
entity described in clause (i) or (ii).

Thus, it seems fairly clear that an “initial 
merchant” is not prevented from post-
transaction marketing, but is clearly prevented 
from passing the financial data allowing the 
user’s financial account charging to another 
entity. Nevertheless, if e-commerce vendors 
are cross-selling through any non-subsidiary 
or corporate affiliate strategic alliances, 
they should ensure that data passes are not 
improperly made, and the entity to which the 
user is referred complies with all transparency 
obligations. All should note the requirements 
on “negative option” sales.  n

Joe Pecora, Jr. is a partner at OlenderFeldman LLP, a law firm in Union, New Jersey.  He is a Certified Information Privacy 
Professional (CIPP) and concentrates his practice on privacy and information security issues. jpecora@olenderfeldman.com

New Federal Law Prohibits “Data Passes” 
and “Negative Option” Marketing

By JoE PEcoRa, JR. 
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Marketing

It is no secret that 
c o n s u m e r s  a r e 
b o m b a r d e d  w i t h 
marketing messages on 
a daily basis. Marketers 
are challenged to make 
their message stand 
out from the crowd to 
get noticed. The key 
is to define how your 
company is different 
from the competition. 

Although most businesses believe that they 
offer something unique, few communicate what 
makes them truly different to the market

From years of experience working with 
professional service providers, most companies 
consider service as a point of differentiation. 
Several years ago, I conducted a market 
research study to help a firm position itself 
in the market. The study included a review 
of competitive brochures and websites. It 
resulted in learning that every competitor used 
service as a positioning strategy.

While customers like a consistent level of 
exceptional service, few companies take the 
time to define what that really means. Even 
worse, most businesses do not communicate 
to employees what they need to do to deliver 
consistent exceptional service, which results 
in a gap. Consumers have an image of your 
company that is not the same as the vision 
that you have. A survey of customers from 
approximately 400 companies reported only 
eight percent of companies actually delivered 
a superior experience. Of the companies 
surveyed, 80 percent believe that the service 
they provide is indeed superior. The study 
also showed that a five percent increase in 
customer retention can increase a company’s 
profitability by 75 percent (Bain & Company). 

So why do businesses spend more time 
and money on advertising that they provide 
exceptional service than actually delivering 
that service? The answer is simple. Marketers 
focus more on the creative brand than the 
cultural or organizational brand. Both are 
critical to differentiate your business in 
today’s competitive marketplace. No matter 
how creative your company’s marketing is, it 
will not be successful unless employees are 
focused on delivering on the brand promises 
made in promotional messages.

Another study showed that 79 percent of 
employees are unwilling to go the extra mile to 
help their companies succeed (Towers Perrin 
2007). Even so, employees at great companies 
such as the Ritz Carlton and Nordstrom go 
that extra mile every day. Great companies 
train employees on what they have to do to live 
the brand and hold them accountable. 

“Brand integrity is the ultimate business 
and management strategy,” states Gregg 
Lederman, founder of Brand Integrity, Inc. 
and author of Achieve Brand Integrity. “Brand 
integrity aligns who a company is (core values, 
mission/vision, and strategic benefits) with 
where it is going (goals and strategic plans) 
and how employees will deliver the behaviors 
and experiences to achieve results. The four 
realities of branding are:

•  The brand is not part of the business, it is 
the business.

•  A brand is about experiences, not logos 
or taglines.

•  The little things a company does 
consistently are much more important 
than the big things that it says.

•  A well-executed brand strategy is the single 
most important differentiator between a 
good company and a great company.”

Companies today have to focus on its message 

and delivery mechanism, which includes 
employee interactions with customers both 
in-person and online. The emergence of Social 
Media channels, such as LinkedIn, FaceBook, 
Twitter and YouTube, in business has changed 
the game. Companies now need to integrate 
the experience they want customers to have 
across all media channels. This involves 
carefully crafting the message, as well as 
monitoring its delivery. Since the Internet is 
interactive, anyone, even a trusted employee, 
can post both good and bad comments on 
their experience with you.

Forward thinking businesses use the Internet 
to their advantage. Besides having a Web site, 
they invest in online advertising, blogs, FaceBook 
and LinkedIn profiles, as well as E-books to 
demonstrate the value they can bring to a 
relationship. Some even incorporate online chat 
rooms to communicate directly with customers. 
“E-marketing has exploded in the past couple 
of years,” adds James A. Mahlmann, Creative 
Director and Founder of Netcetra, LLC, an 
Internet marketing and Web design company. 
“Companies use to be primarily concerned with 
Search Engine Optimism and click through 
rates which continue to be important. Now, they 
want to ensure that there is a consistent message 
and look across all media channels to represent 
their brand.”

Although Internet marketing and Social 
Media is essential in building brand 
recognition, companies need to carry through 
what they do online to all media channels. 
The creative message needs to be consistent 
across the board in print, radio, and television, 
as well as tied to the point of differentiation 
and its delivery. If you truly want to stand out 
from your competition, customers need to 
experience your value proposition every time 
they interact with your company. n

Eileen P. Monesson, is a founding Principal of with PRCounts, llc. The firm was founded in 2010 and specializes in 
accoutning, law, IT and healthcare industries. Eileen can be contacted at 609-570-2150 or emonesson@PRCounts.com. 

Differentiate Your Company Through the 
Delivery of a Consistent Exceptional Experience

By EILEEn P. MonESSon
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Cio Conference 2011

1.  Robin Bienfait, CIO, RIM explained how it sets the standards for mobile 
information security and continue to meet  the highest requirements in IT 
security. 

2.  Thank you to the Signature Sponsor, Oracle. Pictured here Kim Marie Mancusi, 
Director, Oracle and Maxine Ballen, President & CEO, NJTC. Notably, Kevin 
Moulton, Senior Sales Consulting Manager, Security, Oracle participated as 
the Master of Ceremonies.

3.  Sponsors, TechnoDyne and Telx enjoy conversation with Robin Bienfait at the 
private sponsor breakfast. L-R Murali Swaminathan, VP & General Manager, 
TechnoDyne; Eric Shepcaro, CEO Telx; Robin Bienfait, and Ira Winkler

4.  NJTC celebrates the 2011 CIO of the Year Award honorees. Congratulations 
to you all!   L-R FINALISTS Vito Legrottaglie, Wayside Technology Group; Bask 
Iyer, Honeywell; WINNER OF THE 2011 CIO OF THE YEAR AWARD, Greg Miller, 
Advanced Health Media and FINALIST George Eleftheriades, MD On-Line

5.  The lively panel discussion focused on the challenges, pitfalls and solutions in 
securing your enterprise. Pictured here L-R Joel Friedman, Chief Security 
Officer, Datapipe; Jon Harding, CIO, Conair Corporation; Aleta Ricciardi, 
Distinguished Member of Technical Staff, SRI Sarnoff; Neil Rosenberg, 
President & CEO, Quality Technology Solutions; Eric Shepcaro, CEO, 
Telx; Angelo Valletta, Sr. VP & CIO, Sun National Bank; Ira Winkler, Chief 
Security Strategist, Security Technology Group, TechnoDyne

nJtC annual tech 
trek to washington

NJTC joined forces with several national 
organizations to educate the new 
Congress about innovation and its 
importance in a growing economy. NJTC 
members enjoyed a day that included 
briefings with lawmakers and their staffs 
and meetings with the NJ delegation. 
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electronics, advanced 
materials and manufacturing
Honeywell International 
Morris Township - www.honeywell.com 
This company is the parent of numerous 
high-tech operating units involved in 
aerospace, automotive, engineered materials, 
electronics and other industries.

environment, energy  
and engineering
agileSwitch, LLc 
Philadelphia, PA - www.AgileSwitch.com
AgileSwitch is developing next generation 
gate drivers for fast, sure control of IGBTs. By 
leveraging high speed FET driver technology 
and magnetics expertise, AgileSwitch drivers 
provide maximum switching performance and 
reliability for Fuji switches. 

WattLots, LLc
Millington, NJ - www.wattlots.com 
WattLots LLC designs, manufactures, sells, 
distributes, installs and maintains its stylish, 
cutting edge designed Power Arbor™ parking 
lot solar collection systems.

information technologies
access control group 
Mountainside - www.assetor.net 
Access Control Group develops and makrets 
wireless asset management solutions 
(hardware and web based applications) 
for supply chain, aviation and construction 
industries.
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nJtc new MeMBers January 2010

nightstar Partners 
Mendham - www.nightstarpartners.com 
Experienced software development outsourcing 
company and certified Microsoft partner. 
Core services include: Software architecture 
& design, Code development, Application 
development & maintenance, 
Database design & development and Data 
conversion & data entry services.

SoftServe, Inc. 
Ft. Meyers, FL. - www.softserveinc.com 
SoftServe is a leading global provider of 
proven high quality software development, 
testing and consulting services.  Founded in 
1993, SoftServe is headquartered in Fort Myers, 
Florida with an award-winning development 
organization based in Ukraine and the 
Philippines.

Ultimate Software co.,
Mt. Laurel - www.ultimatesoftware.com 
is a leading provider of unified human capital 
management (HCM) Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) solutions for global businesses.

Service Providers – 
accountants
crowe Horwath LLP 
Livingston - www.crowehorwath.com 
Crowe Horwath LLP is one of the largest public 
accounting and consulting firms in the United 
States. Under its core purpose of Building 
Value with Values,® Crowe assists public 
and private company clients in reaching their 
goals through audit, tax, advisory, risk, and 
performance services. 

Bat Blue corporation 
Clinton - www.batblue.com 
Bat Blue is a provider of Network and Security 
solutions offering services in four areas of 
strength:  Cloud Services, IP & Transport Services, 
Engagement Services (Consulting, Architecture & 
Design, Implementation & Integration as well as 
Managed Services) and Technology Partners.

Blue coat Systems 
www.bluecoat.com - South Plainfield 
Founded in 1996, Blue Coat provides the ADN 
infrastructure to more than 15,000 customers 
worldwide, including 81% of the Fortune® 
Global 500. We also maintain support centers 
in Sunnyvale, London, Tokyo, Kuala Lumpur, 
Waterloo and Dubai. Our experience, backed by a 
worldwide support team, means we can provide 
the application-level availability, security and 
acceleration with comprehensive visibility and user 
control our customers need.

Elite Value Solutions 
North Haledon - www.elitevaluesolutions.com 
Elite is building the “pluggable enterprise” 
with cloud-computing technology that delivers 
enterprise solutions and business processes 
on-demand in the cloud.

HotHeadtech.com 
West Orange - www.hotheadtech.com  
HotHeadTech.com is a full-service IT support 
company for small and medium sized businesses 
with offices in NJ & NY.
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chairman of the Board
Simon Nynens, Wayside Technology Group, Inc.

Board Members
Joseph Allegra, Edison Ventures
Padma Allen, TechnoDyne LLC

Virginia Alling, PNC Bank
Robert Altenkirch, New Jersey 

Institute of Technology
Mel Baiada, BaseCamp Ventures

Maxine Ballen, New Jersey Technology Council
Kate Bluvol, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
James Bourke, WithumSmith+Brown, PC

Paul Boyer, Ancero, LLC
Skip Braun, Deloitte

Leslie Browne, Senesco Technologies, Inc.
Michael Christman, Coriell Institute 

for Medical Research
John Clarke, Cardinal Partners

Mark Clifton, SRI Sarnoff Corporation
Steven Cohen, Morgan Lewis

Caren Franzini, New Jersey Economic 
Development Authority

Andrew Gilbert, DLA Piper
Richard Goldberg, DRS Technologies, Inc.

Mark Greenquist, Telcordia Technologies, Inc.
Jim Gunton, NJTC Venture Fund

Brian Hughes, KPMG LLP
Michael Kacsmar, Ernst & Young LLP

Carl Kopfinger, TD Bank, N.A.
Emlyn Koster, Liberty Science Center

Bill Kroll, MATHESON
Shihab Kuran. Petra Solar Inc.

Flint Lane. Billtrust
Steve Lerner, Celgene Corporation
Rick Maloy, Maloy Risk Services
John Martinson, Edison Ventures

Richard McCormick, Rutgers, The State University
Greg Miller, Advanced Health Media, LLC

Richard  Napoli, ObjectFrontier, Inc.
Bob Olanoff, Systech International
Gregory Olsen, GHO Ventures, LLC
Kevin Pianko, WeiserMazars LLP
Rick Pinto, Stevens & Lee P.C.

Philip Politziner, EisnerAmper LLP
Marianna Rabinovitch, ECI Technology
Govi Rao, Noveda Technologies, Inc.

Jeffrey H.Rosedale, Woodcock Washburn LLP
James Russo, Princeton Financial Systems

Douglas Schoenberger, Verizon
David Sorin, SorinRoyerCooper LLC

Stephen Waldis, Synchronoss Technologies
Edward Yaw, County College of Morris

Kenneth Zuerblis

nJtc 
Board of directors

Service Providers –  
Business Consultants
american Express travel Services 
New York City - www.americanexpress.com 
American Express is a global services company, 
providing access to products, insights and 
experiences that enrich lives and build business 
success.

ScienceSmith consulting 
Englishtown - www.sciencesmith.com 
ScienceSmith is a specialty technical marketing 
practice serving technical entrepreneurs 
- scientists and engineers working to 
commercialize innovations.

Service Providers – real estate
Philadelphia technology Park 
Philadelphia, PA -
www.philadelphiatechnologypark.com 
PTP is the premier data center for colocation 
in the Mid-Atlantic Region located in the 
Philadelphia Navy Yard.

Service Providers –  
Venture Capital
Element Partners 
Radnor, PA - www.elementpartners.com 
Element Partners is an energy and clean 
technology fucused venture capital  and private 
equity fund.
Telecom/Media

USa datanet 
East Brunswick - http://usadatanet.com 
USA Datanet is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Warwick Valley Telephone Company. This publicly 
traded (NASDAQ: WWVY) carrier, headquartered 
in Warwick, New York has been the provider of 
choice for businesses and residences for over 100 
years. 

renewals
AlfaGene Bioscience Inc. • www.alfagene.com
Antenna Software • www.antennasoftware.com
Argent Associates, Inc.
 www.argentassociates.com
Bergen Community College • www.bergen.edu
Brother International Corporation
 www.brother.com
Business & IT Solutions 
CEO Resources, Inc. • www.ceoresources.com
CETRA Language Solutions • www.cetra.com
DATA, Inc.  • www.datainc.biz
Datatek Applications, Inc.
 www.datatekcorp.com
DBSi • www.dbsintl.com
Evex Inc. • www.evex.com
Foundations Business Development Group
 www.FoundationsBusiness.com

Fox Rothschild LLP 
 www.foxrothschild.com
Glen Mills, Inc.  • www.glenmills.com
GreenbergTraurig, LLP • www.gtlaw.com
Immunome, Inc. • www.immumomeinc.com
ITelagen, Inc. • www.itelagen.com
MATHESON • www.mathesongas.com
Morris Risk Management LLC
 www.morrisrisk.com
Nachman & Associates, P.C.
 www.visaserve.com
Nascent Enterprises LLC  
New Visual Media Group
 www.newvisualmediagroup.com
Nistica • www.nistica.com
Osage Partners
 www.osageventures.com
PDI, Inc. • www.pdi-inc.com
Pinnacle Consulting Group, Inc. 
 www.pinnacle.us.com
Polygenesis Corporation 
 www.polygenesis.com
PuraCap Pharmaceutical LLC
 www.puracap.com
Raritan Americas, Inc.   
 www.raritan.com
RedVision Systems, Inc. 
 www.redvision.com
Rothman Institute of Entrepreneurship
 www.fdu.edu/rothman
SANpulse Technologies Inc.
 www.sanpulse.com
Silicon Valley Bank • www.svb.com
Sophion Bioscience Inc. USA 
 www.sophion.com
SSTi • www.s-s-t-i.com
Taiwan Investment & Trade Office
 www.taiwanembassy.org/US/NYC
Technosoft Corporation
 www.technosoftcorp.com
Tobira Therapeutics
 www.tobiratherapeutics.com
Trien Rosenberg • www.trienrosenberg.com
Union County Utilities Authority
 www.ucua.org
Urovalve, Inc. • www.urovalve.com
Vision Point Systems
 www.visionpointsystems.com
X-dicator, Inc. • www.X-dicator.com
York Telecom Corporation
 www.yorktel.com

Joining the nJtc
Paul Frank • Ext 222 • pfrank@njtc.org

Membership Services
Judy Storck • Ext 246 • jstorck@njtc.org

Member Relations Manager
Ellen Stein • Ext 228 • ellen@njtc.org

Membership associate
Rachel Nicometi • Ext 237 • rnicometi@njtc.org
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nJtc caLendar

cULtIVatIng nEW oPPoRtUnItIES: 
PaRtnERSHIPS and 

LIcEnSIng agREEMEntS 
april 7 • 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

the Medicines company 
8 Sylvan Way Parsippany 

Members $25.00 • non-Members $40.00  

A cursory look at pharmaceutical companies 
reveals their changing attitude towards 
collaborating with small/start up pharmaceutical, 
medical device and biotech firms. As big Pharma 
becomes increasingly more reliant on licensing 
products the nature of the deals have moved up 
stream to phase 1 and 2 and preclinical. 
This change represents a unique opportunity 
for companies with drugs or medical devices in 
early stages of development. Deal terms are as 
complex as ever. More and more small/start up 
pharmaceutical and biotech firms companies 
emerge to sell their wares, there are some things 
a startup should note to rise above the din. Our 
panel will look at the elements of a successful 
partnership. 

Moderator: John Lanza, Partner, National Life 
Sciences Leader, McGladrey
Speakers: Christopher Searcy, EVP, Business 
Development, Valeritas, Inc.; Monika A. Vnuk, MD, 
Senior Director, Worldwide Business Development 
& Innovation, Pfizer Inc.; Chris Visioli, Vice 
President - Business Development, The Medicines 
Company 

 MEdIa oPPoRtUnItIES – 
gEt yoUR coMPany notIcEd 
april 14 • 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Recall north america Information center 
4 aurora drive, cranbury 

Members $25.00 • non-Members $50.00  

This is your opportunity to learn more about 
how other leading companies used media 
opportunities to gain visibility and brand 
awareness for their organization. Not sure what’s 
involved with setting up a media opportunity? 
We’ll also cover the “ins and outs” of what it 
takes to get started. Chat with our panel and 
guest speaker and get the inside story on how 
they did it.

Panelists: Valerie Herrington, CEO-Tech Business 
Solutions Leader - Herrington Technologies, Inc.; 
Deb DiGregorio, President/CEO - Camarès 
Communications; Maureen Miller, President, 
Total Marketing Concepts; Brett Levy, Director of 
Marketing Communications, Ancero, LLC

Following the program there will be a tour of the 
Information Center

cIo nEtWoRK PRESEntS:  
IncoRPoRatIng SocIaL nEtWoRKIng 

Into yoUR BUSInESS StRatEgy
May 4, 2011 • 12:00 to 1:30pm 

telx, 100 delawanna avenue
1st floor, clifton, nJ 07014

 
Social networking is not going away any time 
soon. Just as mobile devices and applications 
made their way into enterprise, so will social 
networking practices as more individuals find it 
as an extremely efficient medium to communicate 
and share information.
 By example, sharing expertise within an 
organization through communication and 
knowledge exchange between experienced and 
new workers can help with employee retention. 
Also, fully integrated social networking efforts 
can increase successful sales and marketing 
initiatives. Navigating the security risks and 
available tools can be challenging, however. Our 
panel will examine the process and procedures 
your organization needs to make this growing 
medium a productive and critical component of 
your growth.

nEtWoRKS
NJTC Industry Networks present programs 
about opportunities and challenges facing NJ 
technology companies by industry segment. 

Electronics, advanced Materials 
& Manufacturing

Patron Sponsors:
EisnerAmper

Woodcock Washburn LLP
Contact: 

Paul Frank • Ext 222
pfrank@njtc.org

Rachel Nicometi • Ext 237 
rnicometi@njtc.org

Enviro-Energy Industry
Patron Sponsors:

Atlantic City Electric 
Morgan Lewis

WeiserMazars LLP
Woodcock Washburn

Contact: 
Paul Frank • Ext 222

pfrank@njtc.org
Ellen Stein • Ext 228

ellen@njtc.org

It/Software
Patron Sponsors:

 BDO
 Lowenstein Sandler, PC

Stevens & Lee, PC
Contact: 

Leo Mennitt • Ext 227 
lmennitt@njtc.org

Judy Storck • Ext 246 
 jstorck@njtc.org

Life Sciences
Patron Sponsor:

Goodwin Procter LLP
McGladrey

Contact: 
Leo Mennitt • Ext 227 

lmennitt@njtc.org
Meredith Meyer• Ext 234 

mmeyer@njtc.org

telecommunications/Media
Patron Sponsor:
Drinker Biddle

Verizon New Jersey
Contact: 

Paul Frank • Ext 222
pfrank@njtc.org

Rachel Nicometi • Ext 237 
rnicometi@njtc.org

NJTC Peer Networks bring together like-minded 
technology professionals to share common issues, 
learn best practices and gain perspective across all 
technology industry segments. 

cEo forum
Patron Sponsors:
Edison Ventures
Morgan Lewis 

WithumSmith+Brown
Contact: 

Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org

cfo Peer network
Patron Sponsors:

Cushman & Wakefield
Morgan Lewis

Ernst & Young, LLP
Contact: 

Rachel Nicometi • Ext 237 
rnicometi@njtc.org

cIo Peer network
Patron Sponsors: 

Delta Corporate Services
Oracle

telx
Contact: 

Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org

government affairs
Contact: 

Karen Lisnyj • Ext 229
karen@njtc.org

Venture capital and financing
Patron Sponsors:

Fox Rothschild LLP
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

TD Bank N.A
Contact: 

Ellen Stein • Ext 228
ellen@njtc.org

Women in technology
Contact: 

Joan Praiss • Ext 231
jpraiss@njtc.org

for updated information or to register for nJtc events, visit www.njtc.org
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EnERgy StoRagE dEVIcES
May 5 • 4:00 PM - 6:30 PM

new Jersey Institute of technology 
atrium, campus center newark 

Members $20.00 • non-Members $40.00  

Over the last 100 years battery technology has 
not kept pace with the rate of development of 
other technologies. But that is changing due 
to requirements such as in electric vehicles 
and reductions in the carbon footprint. New 
technologies are being developed which are 
applicable to energy storage for small devices. 
Join us and hear the panel discuss options for 
energy storage, looking at the range of batteries, 
their relative strengths, weaknesses and costs. In 
addition, a roadmap to potential developments in 
the Mid-Atlantic such as flexible, transparent, and 
printable batteries will also be discussed. Speakers 
include: Professor Glenn Amatucci, Director of 
Rutgers Energy Storage Research Group 

IntERnatIonaL cLEan tEcH 
oPPoRtUnItIES foR US coMPanIES

May 11 • 5:00 PM - 7:30 PM 
WeiserMazars 

135 W. 50th Street new york 
Members $25.00 non-Members $50.00 

true $25.00  

New Jersey and the surrounding region has been 
recognized as one of the top regions in the US 
for the development of clean tech products. We 
invite representatives of foreign governments 
and international organizations to join us on 
April 21st to view presentations from a number 
of companies who are interested in promoting, 
licensing and developing their clean technologies 
in the international marketplace. Also, hear first 
hand from several of the companies who have 
experienced success internationally. 
In addition, prior to the session, the following 
WorkGroups will take place: 
• Alternative Energy WorkGroup 
• Sustainability WorkGroup 

nJtc BootcaMP
May 12 • 8:00 aM - 2:00 PM

nJIt University Heights, newark 
Members $65.00 • non-Members * $130.00 

nJIt faculty $25.00 • Students $25.00
Incubator tenant/SBdc client $45.00 
Professional Service Provider $260.00

The NJTC presents Bootcamp – Workshops 
for the Technology Entrepreneur - an intense 

daylong conference of speakers, panel discussions 
and hands-on workshops.
The target audience is pre-seed to early stage 
entrepreneurs seeking to survive and thrive in 
2011 and beyond.   Attendees will be introduced to 
expert speakers and a support network of service 
providers – the conference sponsors – that will 
continue to serve as potential resources for the 
entrepreneur. Substantial time will be scheduled for 
networking between the Conference Sponsors and 
participants.
 Topics to be covered include strategies to 
preserve and protect intellectual property, 
understanding financial statements, how to raise 
capital, find and secure customers, partner and 
collaborate, and recruit and retain key members of 
the management team.

tEcHnoLogy dEVELoPMEntS In It, 
SoftWaRE & coMMUnIcatIonS

May 19 • 3:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Bergen community college 
400 Paramus Road Paramus 

Members $25.00 • non-Members $50.00 
Exhibitors $50.00  

Program Sponsor: Optimum Lightpath

The NJTC takes its annual look at the latest 
trends influencing research and development 
in technology. The program opens with the 
NJTC IT/Software Industry Forecast presented in 
conjunction with NJIT. Our last forecast pulled 
responses from hundreds of participants in more 
than ten countries. This presentation will be 
followed by Rick Pinto of Stevens & Lee leading a 
discussion of industry mavens, VC’s & educators 
discussing what emerging technologies are 
expected to become applied in the near future. 
Research Project Presentations: from early 
development stage companies in the fields of 
Software, Hardware and the Internet. The juried 
companies making presentations have been 
chosen for their clarity, value and credibility. The 
concept behind this competition is for partnering or 
collaboration, not funding. 

Exhibitors & networking Reception
NJTC Member companies interested in exposing 
their company, products, and services to high-level 
decision makers in the industry should contact Judy 
Storck jstorck@njtc.org for information.

cEo foRUM PRESEntS a caSE StUdy
May 25 • 8:30 am - 11:30 am

Morgan Lewis
502 carnegie center Princeton 

Members $35.00 • non-Members $100.00  
Wharton Facilitator will present the Case Study. 
More details to follow. 

2011 nJtc cfo aWaRdS BREaKfaSt
June 10 • 8:00 aM - 10:30 aM 

forsgate country club
375 forsgate drive, Monroe twp 

Members $55.00 • non-Members $110.00 
non-Sponsor Professional 
Service Provider $150.00

Member table of 10 -  $500
non-Member table of 10 - $1,000

The New Jersey Technology Council is pleased 
to announce the 2011 CFO Awards, an event 
that recognizes the accomplishments of financial 
executives from New Jersey and the surrounding 
region’s diverse technology companies.

Peter Lattman to give Keynote address
Peter Lattman joined The New York Times in 
August 2010 as a reporter for DealBook.
He was previously a reporter with The Wall Street 
Journal, where he covered legal affairs and then 
the private-equity industry. He also served as the 
first lead writer of The Journal’s Law Blog.

For more information on the 2011 CFO Awards 
Breakfast visit www.njtc.org

Save the date
May 3 

cfo PEER nEtWoRK WEBInaR

July 14
11:00 aM - 2:00 PM

2011 nJtc annUaL MEEtIng
forsgate country club 

July 21 
9:00 aM - 4:00 PM

HEaLtH InfoRMatIon tEcHnoLogy
StatE faIR

nJHa confEREncE cEntER
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